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Highly-Cost Effective Method
80% of dirt is carried into 
buildings on the soles of shoes.
Mats trap dirt and moisture, 
reducing cleaning costs and the 
risk of your visitors from slipping.

Aesthetic Floorcare Solution
With the choice of standard, 
semi circle and semi oval mats 
in various sizes we can offer 
you an attractive, eye catching 
alternative to floorcare.

Reliable, Hassle-Free Service
Your mats are maintained to 
the highest standards, with  
a ‘lift and lay’ service by  
Citron Hygiene Technicians. 

Stop dirt and moisture in its tracks 

Instantly trap up to 80% of dirt and moisture as it 
is walked into your premises. These office mats 
present a professional image, protect your floors 
and reduce your cleaning requirements all within 
the first few metres of your reception.

Entrance Mats

By outsourcing your floorcare service you benefit from:
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Floorcare 

Semi Oval Logo Mat
Available Sizes:  85cm x 150cm (W x L)

 115cm x 200cm (W x L)

 150cm x 250cm (W x L)

Colour: Dark grey or blue

Standard & Standard Plus Mats Ranges

Cleans dust/filth from footwear and ensures 
that the interiors are kept clean

 Manufactured from solution-dyed nylon 
(Standard)/solution-dyed nylon 6 yarn (Plus) 
- efficient in retaining dirt and moisture to 
protect floors and reduce cleaning

Smooth/flat nitrile rubber backing - excellent 
stability and slip resistance on smooth floors 
e,g wood, tiles etc. Resilient, hard wearing, 
washable rubber

Semi Circular & Semi Oval Mat Ranges

Aesthetic floorcare solution that effectively 
absorbs spillages

Provides improved business image

Manufactured from solution-dyed polyamide, 
efficient in retaining dirt and moisture to 
protect floors and reduce cleaning

Flat Nitrile rubber backing for excellent stability 
and slip resistance on smooth floors e.g. wood, 
tiles etc. Resilient, hard wearing, washable 
rubber

Semi Circular Mat
Available Sizes:  85cm x 42cm (W x L)

 115cm x 57cm (W x L)

 150cm x 75cm (W x L)

 200cm x 100cm (W x L)

Colour: Blue

Standard & Standard Plus Mat
Available Sizes:  85cm x 150cm (W x L)

 115cm x 180cm (W x L)

 85cm x 300cm - Runner (W x L)

 115cm x 240cm (W x L)

 150cm x 250cm (W x L)

Colour: (Standard) Blue, dark brown, dark grey, red or black
 (Standard Plus) Granite made up from tri-coloured yarn (excellent at concealing dirt)

Product Overview

Options & Specifications


